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An exact solution of Schwarzschild interior and exterior solution for a star which
has a uniform density and whose center pressure approaches infinite, in the har-
monic coordinate system, is given. This solution enables us to demonstrate that in
known literatures, a term in the Schwarzschild exterior solution is usually ignored
in such a system. Neglect of the term directly leads to contradiction of the conti-
nuity of the Schwarzschild interior and exterior solution expressed in the system.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0022-2488~98!02911-9#

The Harmonic coordinate system~HCS! is an important coordinate system in general relat
ity. It can be used in studying, e.g., the gravitational fields produced by stable stars,1–3 black
holes,4,5 gravitational waves,6 supergravity,7 quantum gravity,8 etc. The most fundamental resu
of HCS is the usual Schwarzschild exterior solution~ES! under HCS.1 In this paper, we are going
to point out that the fundamental ES is not complete indeed if both the Schwarzschild in
solution ~IS! and ES are transformed into those in the HCS and then examine their continu
the boundary.

For simplicity, we will use the rational units in which gravitational constantG and light
velocity c are unity.

At first let us examine the general Schwarzschild type solution in the so-called sta
coordinate system~SCS!1 as

dt25E~r !dt22G~r !dr22r 2~du21sin2 u df2!. ~1!

This solution can be expressed in the following coordinatesXm (m50,1,2,3):

X05t, ~2!

X15R~r !sin u cosf, ~3!

X25R~r !sin u sin f, ~4!

X35R~r !cosu. ~5!

In these coordinates, the proper time~1! becomes:1

dt25E~r !dt22
r 2

R2 dX22S G

R2Rr8
2 2

r 2

R4D ~X•dX!, ~6!

whereRr85dR/dr.
In the new coordinates, the continuity of the solution at the surface of a spherically symm

cal star of radiusa is that the metric components and the so-called extrinsic curvature9 are
continuous atr 5a, respectively. For metric~6! they are
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Ein~a!5Eex~a!, Gin~a!5Gex~a!,
~7!

Rin~a!5Rex~a!, Rin8 ~a!5Rex8 ~a!.

where subscripts ‘‘in’’ and ‘‘ex’’ denote the interior and exterior solution ofE, G andR in Eq. ~6!
respectively.

The coordinatesXm are to be harmonic if and only if they satisfy the harmonic condition

h2Xm[glnF ]2Xm

]xn]xl 2Gln
g ]Xm

]xg G50. ~8!

It leads to thatR(r ) must satisfy the differential equation:1

d

dr F r 2AE~r !

G~r !

dR

dr G22AE~r !G~r !R50. ~9!

Evidently, only afterR(r ) is solved can we say the metric~6! in HCS is obtained. So, it is
necessary to solve ESRex(r ) and ISRin(r ), respectively. For ES,Rex(r ) is easily available. We
have known ES in the SCS for a long time as1,2,10

Eex~r !512
2M

r
, ~10!

Gex~r !5
1

12 2M /r
, ~11!

in which M is a constant of integration. Substituting these relations into Eq.~9!, we have

S 12
2M

r DRrr9 1
2

r 2 ~r 2M !Rr82
2R

r 2 50. ~12!

The general form of the ESRex(r ) is in the interval 0,ur 22M u,`:

Rex~r !5C~r 2M !1C1F r 2M

2M
lnS 12

2M

r D11G , ~13!

whereC andC1 are two arbitrary constants and the constantC can be conveniently chosen to b
1. It is evident in mathematics that the second term cannot be discarded, or say, we can
C150, when the solution applying to physics objects withr .2m. Note that for all spherically
symmetrical stable stars, uniform or not,r>9M /4.2M always holds.1 It means that this term
probably plays a role for all stars, otherwise the last two equations in continuity equations~7! are
not compatible. Surprisingly, in known literature, for example, Refs. 1–5 and 8,C1 is made zero.
In the rest of this paper, an exact solvable star model is given to demonstrateC1Þ0.

As is well-known, solving ISRin(r ) from Eq. ~9! is not so simple because the explicit form
of ISs depend on the structure of the stars. For some stars, solving Eq.~9! is mathematically
formidable. Fortunately, for a uniform density star whose center pressure approaches infini
~9! can be solve analytically. The explicit form of IS for this star will be presented.

First, we need to know the metric componentsEin(r ),Gin(r ) of IS in the SCS. For an arbitrary
uniform density star in the SCS they are in general:10

Ein~r !5FA2BA12
r 2

R0
2G2

, ~14!

Gin~r !5
1

12 r 2/R0
2 , ~15!
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whereR0
253/(8pr0),10 A andB are two constants of integration. The above IS can be simpli

by considering the internal pressurep(r ) of the star, which is10

8pp~r !5
1

R0
S 3Bj~r !2A

A2Bj~r ! D , ~16!

wherej(r )5A12 r 2/R0
2. Since the pressure equals zero at the surface of the spherer 5a, we

have

3Bj~a!2A50, ~17!

which shows that constantsA andB are not independent. And since the star we are intereste
has infinite pressure atr 50, we have from Eqs.~16! and ~17! two relations:

A5B, a5A8

9
R0 . ~18!

Substituting these relations into Eqs.~14! and ~15! we have the simplified forms ofEin(r ) and
Gin(r ) as

Ein~r !5A2F12A12
8r 2

9a2G2

, ~19!

Gin~r !5
1

12 8r 2/9a2 . ~20!

There are still two arbitrary constantsA in IS ~19! andM in ES @~10! and~11!#. We can fix them
by utilizing the first two equations in~7!. And they give:

M5
4

3
pr0a3, A5

1

2
, a5

9M

4
. ~21!

So far, both the ES@~10! and~11!# and the IS@~19! and~20!# in the SCS for the special uniform
density star are complete.

Second, we need to know the ISRin(r ) in the HCS. From Eq.~9! and the above results th
equation determining the ISRin(r ) can be established as

Rrr9 1Rr8F2

r
1

r

R0
2

1

@12j~r !#j~r !
2

r

R0
2

1

j2~r !G2
2R

r 2j2~r !
50. ~22!

After lengthy and delicate work, we obtain the following general solution of Eq.~22!:

Rin~r !5C2zn/2~12z!m/2F~a,b,g;z!1C3zn/2~12z!m/2z12gF~a2g11,b2g11,22g;z!,
~23!

in which

n5
231A17

2
, ~24!

m51, ~25!

a5
m1n

2
5

211A17

4
, ~26!

b5
m1n16

2
5

111A17

4
, ~27!
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g5
2n15

2
5

21A17

2
, ~28!

z5 1
2 ~12j~r !!, ~29!

F~a,b,g;z!511 (
k51

`
~a!k~b!k

~g!k

zk

k!
, ~30!

~a!k5a~a11!~a12!¯~a1k21!, ~31!

C2 and C3 are two arbitrary constants. ~32!

Thus the general ESRex(r ) and ISRin(r ) for the special uniform density star are all obtaine
Now we are in a position to discuss the constantsC1 ,C2 ,C3 in Eqs.~13! and~23!. Evidently we
must setC350 for zn/2 112g;r 21/4(31A17)→` at the vicinity r 50. And importantly, we canno
setC150 again. Otherwise the mathematical consistency of the last two equations in cont
equations~7! will be violated. In fact the constantsC1 andC2 are

C15
~a2M !g8~a!2g~a!

g~a! f 8~a!2g8~a! f ~a!
, ~33!

C25
~a2M ! f 8~a!2 f ~a!

g~a! f 8~a!2g8~a! f ~a!
, ~34!

where

f ~r !5
r 2M

2M
lnS 12

2M

r D11, ~35!

g~r !5zn/2~12z!m/2F~a,b,g;z!. ~36!

Substituting the results~21! into C1 andC2 , they are simply:

C150.060 498a, ~37!

C250.594 473a. ~38!

Now the complete forms of the ISRin(r ) and ESRex(r ) in HCS are obtained as

Rex~r !5~r 2M !10.060 498aF r 2M

2M
lnS 12

2M

r D11G , ~39!

Rin~r !50.594 473azn/2~12z!m/2F~a,b,g;z!. ~40!

In other words, from Eqs.~2!–~6!, the complete Schwarzschild interior and exterior solution in
HCS for the star is obtained. As we expected, the constantC1 has a nonvanishing value. The curv
showingR(r ) versusr is plotted in Fig. 1, in which we can see the curve at pointr 5a is smoothly
connected indeed.

In summary, we can conclude that the usual ES in HCS is not complete in mathemat
strictly speaking, is not the correct mathematical solution in HCS corresponding to the ES
SCS, for a term is neglected asC150. The neglected term reflects how the presence of the m
distribution affects the HCS in the surrounding empty space; it is a purely general-relati
consequence. However, this does not mean that the usual ES are not a correct solution
Einstein field equation. In fact they are. In light of the principles in general relativity wh
permits us to use arbitrary coordinate systems, the usual ES in HCS is an exterior solutio
new coordinate systemXm ~2!–~5! with R(r )5r 2M . But the new coordinate system is not th
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complete HCS at all; and surprisingly, all literature used the HCS in this incomplete sense
an explicit form of HCS was needed.1–5,8 Finally, we would like to point out that sometimes th
neglect of the term may not have a significant influence in physics. Even at the surface
simplified uniform density star model, only in a percentage point of the results can this term
a role, and the proportion of the second term to the first is approximately 0.04.
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FIG. 1. The curve showing the function relation betweenR(r ) and r in the interval@0,1.5a#.


